
Bearwood Local #102.

The Bearwood Group.

Editorial.

Well, here we are 2020 barely back in its box and a shiny new year to look forward to. I wonder what your plans are – 
do you have any, or, is everything too uncertain? One of the joys of our hobby is that however far advanced our layouts 
might be there is always some little tweak that would make it look just that little bit better or, run smoothly. So, what are 
you figuring to do and, when you have done it please tell us about it (complete with a photo or two) so that we can all 
share in your success? 

Have you noticed how fast time runs out when you have an appointment to keep or there’s just a tiny piece more scenery 
to complete? Not so with the Presidential election, glaciers move with astonishing rapidity by comparison and are a 
whole lot less destructive! Perhaps by our next issue it will be finally resolved and there might be some news on 
Amtrak, we can but wish. 

An apology – I tend to operate on a “if it’s read, it’s dead” basis so, if anyone has not had the courtesy of a credit for any 
article it is entirely down to me. Anything entering my email inbox tends to have a shorter shelf life than yesterday’s 
newspaper and is duly dispatched to “TRASH” as soon as any content is cut/pasted into the editorial melting pot. If 
you’re one of those affected – SORRY!

RS

https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/


Chairman’s Musings

This will be published in January 2021, at least the ghastly 2020 will be history. Hopefully the new year will bring 
widespread effective vaccination for the vast majority of our members and we shall be able to resume. I have not 
discussed this with my colleagues yet, but to get an idea of numbers who might be vaccinated early I think it might be 
useful to ask you to disclose your probable group on a strictly voluntary basis. As the only regular attendee I know who is 
over 80 I should be amongst the early receivers, so we might have an idea as to likely numbers, as I would expect the 
majority to be in groups 1 or 2.

I had an idea while working yesterday. I was replacing the edge round my cutting mat with aluminium edging, and the 
strip was much too wide for my mitre box. I would not buy a wider one for a one-off job, but there are many tools we 
might have as individuals which we might be prepared to lend to colleagues. Should we set up a list of available tools? 

What do you think?

I now have a fully insulated and much more comfortable layout shed, with just a low heat of around 200watts I had a 
minimum temperature of 8-9C so no longer have to seek permission to store water-based glue in the house. The biggest 
change in the shed is through double glazing the window. Hard job but well worth it. Now I must avoid the trap of laying 
track before I have made the space look civilised.

I will leave it there for this month. Happy New year and happy railroading. 
Above all; STAY SAFE.
Roger.

Building Robust Fences.

I remember being told once that they don’t have fencing around American Industries as they are too large in size and the 
cost of fencing would be prohibitive! However, we all know that is not true and one only has to watch American films 
depicting industrial sites where security of the goods contained within is important and you will observe high security 
fencing surrounds the plant.



Likewise, watching railroad videos of US Industrial Parks depicts gated access that have to be operated by the 
conductor of the train crew prior to switching the facility and then made secure again as the train departs.
Therefore with this in mind I had to give some clear thought on how I was going to ‘protect’ the contents of one of my 
lineside industries, Tri-State Industries, which represents a liquor distribution centre on the outskirts of Brownville on 
my new corner module.

The easy way would have been to purchase a Walthers fence kit and erect that around the perimeter. However, whilst I 
do not doubt its authenticity I find the mesh fencing too small and insignificant and the fact that the posts are made of 
thin plastic rod making it far too fragile for use, especially where it is employed on a ‘mobile’ module.
So for me, the fencing had to be very visual and importantly very robust to stand up to the everyday rigours, therefore I 
had to scour the ‘scrap box’ where I found some light steel mash used for filters in real life. Yes it might be slightly 
over scale but it shouts out ‘I am built to last and you can see what I am intended to represent’! In order to hold the 
mesh in place I used 1mm brass rods that were going to be sunk into the baseboard to provide the required strength. 
Now I had previously built fencing around my Tile Manufacturing Industry at Trident Park and I didn’t want the new 
fencing to look the same and so I used two brass rods per side and spaced apart that would create a ‘V’ shape at the top 
and into that I would be placing coiled barbed wire. Not real barbed wire, of course, but visually it looks like it is! This 
would provide the level of security that would be expected of a liquor distribution warehouse located on the wrong side 
of the tracks.

Fig. 1 shows the various stages of manufacture of the fencing from the original mesh sheet to the modelled fencing with 
the brass posts. I found super gluing the posts to the mesh to be an effective medium and was quite fast in its 
production of the fence sections. At the top right hand side of the photo you will see I made a pair of gates using the 
same technique, although the mesh was finer and was actually brass mesh. My original intention was to have Tri-State 
Distribution as an off-line industry, but whilst putting this all together, I had one of those ‘what if’ moments and as 
shortlines are famed for customer service, I thought I could create another car spot here. And so, although there is no 
direct spur into the distribution centre, there is an agreement that the railroad ‘parks’ a boxcar on the adjacent track and 
this off-loaded at the weekend, when the shortline railroad is not scheduled to run. 



Fig 1.

This also serves as an interesting switching move as the first train of the week has to remove the car from its ‘weekend’ 
site and return it to its awaiting train standing at Brownville, in readiness for its ultimate return for a fresh load via the 
main yard. The gates were therefore installed and a new track access provided for the forklifts to ease up to the boxcar 
door, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig 3 shows the final installed fence and the coiled barbed wire in place that should deter the locals from pilfering the 
prized golden ale contained within the depot. I was happy with the overall look of the fenced area and the whole thing is 
robust enough, to hopefully, retain its position as the module is packed and unpacked on a regular basis. HB.



Fig 2.



Fig 3.



Decals for the Demanding!

I had been looking for some specific decals for a particular project. The obvious first points of call were Microscale and 
Walthers, but neither had what I needed. However, if you are hunting for something specific the sites below that I came 
across might be useful.

CMR products   https://www.cmrproducts.com/. 
I was looking for Lehigh Valley decals but they had none. Even so the site looks very useful. It shows many decals for 
obscure railroad lines, including modern short lines; as a check I looked for the Reading Northern. There were 30 decal 
sets for the railroad’s various locomotives and cars. They also produce weathering decals and vehicle decals. In 
addition, they make a range of locomotive and scenery details.
A completely different product that the company produces is a plastic roadway system that comes ready painted as aged 
concrete, new and weathered tarmac etc.

K4 Decals   https://k4decals.com/
The company lists lots of decals including major roads, short lines and “fallen-flags” in multiple scales. My “Lehigh 
Valley Test” yielded 5 freight car sets in HO scale.

Highball Graphics  https://highballgraphics.com/index.php 
I thought Highball Graphics were out of business but they aren’t. They have lots of decals including obscure railroads. 
My “Lehigh Valley” search came up with 2 freight cars in HO. There are more in O scale. 

Other decals suppliers
There is a very comprehensive list of other decal suppliers at  http://www.greatdecals.com/Decals.html 

Finally, the historical societies for particular railroads sometimes produce decals. Happy “surfing”.

TW.
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Odds + Sods.

NMRA Videos
Don’t forget that there are lots of videos of NMRA virtual events, clinics, discussions etc on YouTube. Just search on 
NMRA-X or NMRAx. They are not limited to NMRA members

NMRA British Region Directory
The British Region membership directory is now on line. It is in the members’ section and so is only accessible to 
members.  If you are an NMRA member but not included, please contact NMRA British Region via their website at 
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/    

Heaton Lodge Junction O scale layout
Not American but this layout is very impressive. It is modern, British, and is 196 ft long. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbUICyWvtas  . It is set in Yorkshire, so this is one for Roger, with MGR trains etc. 
In this video nothing happens for about a minute when a train appears in the (very far) far distance. However, there are 
follow-on videos including one with a walk around the whole layout. This is quite long and you get to the scenery after 
about four minutes.

The Quest For Realism.

I could have titled this article in many way a silly man does weathering or lockdown madness to name but two.

I’ve always liked a good spot of weathering even down to that loco we have all seen that looks like a rotbox on wheels 
with just the rust keeping everything together. I started out coming to a Bearwood open day in the quest to further my 
US modelling needs Union Pacific if you must ask, my how things have moved on.

So moving along I found a jar of Humbrol Enamel Wash sand to be exact and then I found a paint brush and then.

I found a Southern Pacific covered hopper and the trouble really began.  

https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbUICyWvtas


I had built this from a kit earlier this year and had added a little painted detail to it prior to assembly. The trucks and 
wheels are not very good and will need further attention. I’ve seen some video’s online and they make it look easy.

So step 1 I took my fiber brush and distressed one side of the car slightly. Next using the Sand wash and I lightly painted 
the side before removing a lot of it with a cotton bud. I’m just trying to get a bit of a base on it around the rib area.

Next step was the try the roof which I think will be the biggest problem as it’s very easy to get it wrong and make it look 
holy unrealistic. I may have to revisit this, tried to work with the car on it’s side to get a little gravity effect but I’m not 
happy with the roof. 

Next stop Humbrol Rust Wash nothing in my local hobbyshop but one of the bigger retailers online had it, I only went 
online for a couple of washes and came away with two coaches – how did that happen. 

I was impressed with Hattons though ordered one day arrived the next just how I needed it.



Now the next step I tried with the Rust wash did not go well and I found out on a trip to Salisbury and the Model Centre 
that the wash is very thick and needs to be thinned, I did look at the Humbrol YouTube channel and they do cover it a 
little bit. Now Declan I think his name is the owner of the shop gave me some good tips but more on those later.

So your eyes do not deceive you and I did not put the picture in wrong I worked on in upside down dabbing a spot and 
the now top of rust wash and letting if flow down the rib, my thinking it if it rains and rusts naturally won’t it all pool at 
the bottom?. I did give the trucks a good coat with the rust wash which seems to give me a good base for touching up 
with other colours.

I swapped out the wheels for proper Athearn ones and gave the outer faces and coat with my rusty paint pen from 
Hobbycraft. To be continued.  





First Transcontinental Railroad Themed Word Search.



Pub & Shop O gauge.

Both models are by Petite Properties, the shop interior and exterior produce is by Langley Models, Roofing and 
brickwork is aftermarket. Tiling, rendered walls, curtains and art work are home made, the gutters and downpipes are 
3D printed by Modelu 3D.



NMRA Gauge.

Most people are familiar with the metal NMRA gauge that enables us to check wheel and track standards. It also gives 
clearances for structure, tunnels etc. However, the gauges are based on the dimensions up to around the 1970s. Modern 
railroads have bigger clearances for double stacks etc. To cater for this the NMRA produce a plastic addition that the 
metal gauge fits into as shown below. 

The photo shows HO and N scale versions. John Levesley has let me know that the NMRA also produce a version of 
this for On30. This accepts the HO scale metal gauge used for On30 wheels and track but wider clearances to cater for O 
scale.

I don’t know of anyone importing these extensions into the UK but it would be pretty easy to make your own modern 
clearance gauge. This could be made from styrene sheet and there is no reason why the metal gauge needs to fit inside it. 
The necessary dimensions are on the NMRA website at :-
https://www.nmra.org/sites/default/files/standards/sandrp/pdf/s-7_2012.02.pdf . However, this site does not cover On30. 
I suppose for ON30 you could use the “Classic” or “Old Time” sections of the chart for narrow gauge, but note that 
there is a comment on the web page about extra wide cylinders on some narrow-gauge engines. TW.

https://www.nmra.org/sites/default/files/standards/sandrp/pdf/s-7_2012.02.pdf


Always Read The Instructions!.

Ignore this advice at your peril! But then this is the kind of thing that wimps do and, of course, we’re much cleverer 
than that. So it was in this frame of mind that I rashly promised Roger a new yard office for the “roundy-roundy”.

I had in mind a rather neat little cinder block structure, the plans of which could be found in the July 2020 edition of 
Model Railroader; the original, though no longer standing, was located in Butler, Wis. Armed with this information, 
complete with scale measurements I reached for styrene and scalpel. I should have known better! As they say “pride 
cometh before a fall”, and so it came to pass…

After cutting out the basic sub-structure I loosely offered them up - whoa! In front of me was an edifice that could have 
housed the Hindenburg, something was clearly up. Back to my calculations and the N-scale drawings, nope the math 
was good, perhaps they needed the extra space to accommodate multi-Big Mac physiques? Following much pondering 
the riddle was solved – the plans N-scale but dimensions shown on plans HO-scale, peculiar people over the “pond”. 
Yes, this was mentioned but in type so small that you needed a microscope to read it.

Anyway, lesson learned. Must also remember the other bit of advice I received years ago – measure twice, cut once! In 
the afore mentioned case I have to cut twice but at least the shape of the parts are such that I shall only be losing a 
wafer of material. RS.

FRED

Finally, a plea for Bearwood members to put pen to paper and help us make each issue of the Newsletter a success. The 
last two issues have relied heavily on the usual stalwarts, without whom you would be looking at a blank screen and 
that’s a bit like a cream tea with no cream! 

If you are worried about writing a piece, that it might not be sufficiently interesting or you aren’t confident of your 
literary skills just jot down a few notes and I’ll cut and paste into an article for you.

Best wishes for 2021, RS
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